
SEMINARS & MEETINGS

Packages and extra charges 

Daily rate (from 5 persons) *, including lunch in the restaurant, room hire, unlimited mineral 
water and stationery in the room, morning and afternoon coffee breaks, 1 flip chart, 1 pin-
board, 1 moderation case. Prices per person:

Osteria Vista  
Lunch, 2 courses, including coffee or tea CHF    102 *
Extra charges: Dinner, 3 courses  CHF      59 

The Steakhouse  
Lunch, 2 courses, including coffee or tea  CHF    107 *
Extra charges: Dinner, 3 courses  CHF      69

Overnight stay** in single room, per person per night  CHF    185
Overnight stay** in double room, per room per night  CHF    235
(price valid only in conjunction with a booked package)
 

Projector per use/day   CHF      50
Pinboard   CHF      20
Flip chart   CHF      25
Mobile flat screen TV  CHF      40
Laptop PC   CHF      40
DVD player  CHF      30
Hand-held microphone  CHF      30
Conference phone  CHF      40
Meeting Owl (intelligent 360° camera with microphone and loudspeaker) CHF  50

**The Hotel Marina Lachen has a total of 21 rooms, 11 of which offer a unique view of Lake Zurich.

200 public parking spaces (CHF 8.- per day) are directly in front of the door, but there is no guarantee of a  
parking space. We have nine hotel parking spaces and two boat places, which can be used free of charge if  
available.

Prices incl. statutory VAT. Prices subject to change without notice. As of August 2021.

Combining the important with enjoyment

At Marina Lachen, food is always part of the experience ... You can choose from two diffe-
rent restaurants, so why not combine them during your stay? Offer your participants culinary 
diversity and bring variety into the programme: Italian/Mediterranean dishes in the restaurant  
„Osteria Vista“ and meat & seafood from the open charcoal grill in „The Steakhouse“. Our 
packages are based on your choice of restaurant, leaving you plenty of room for individuality. We 
will be happy to help you plan and organise your event!
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Close to home but far from ordinary ...

... that is the Marina Lachen seminar hotel.  
Marina Lachen is located at the southernmost 
point of Lake Zurich. Lachen harbour is famous 
for its spectacular sunsets and award-winning 
facilities, surrounded by our two restaurants, a 
bar-lounge, the 4*-hotel and event facilities. 
It is a unique location and starting point for 
your successful seminar or meeting. But there 

is more to the Marina Lachen‘s appeal than its 
diversity or location. You can look forward to 
the personal dedication of our employees, mo-
dern facilities and the sense of being far from 
everyday life, even though you are just 20 mi-
nutes by car from the business capital of Zu-
rich. Marina Lachen will inspire you and your 
participants in every way!

MARINA LACHEN  Hafenstrasse 4  8853 Lachen  T +41 55 451 73 73  welcome@marinalachen.ch  www.marinalachen.ch


